NOVA

BOLDNESS AND HARMONY COMBINED

TENZO
COLOUR NO.
Colour no.

034 ANTHRACITE MATTE

NOVA is a mature series of storage furniture that will add that little extra to your living and
dining rooms. The NOVA collection is matte lacquered which perfectly suites the toned-down
colours. The colour range gives you the opportunity to choose if you want to be bold or harmonious in your home interior. The chrome handles and legs are eye-catching contrasts to the
matte lacquers and deep colours. NOVA gets its character from the rounded soft corners and
the nicely shaped pattern underneath the handles. Functional and charming but not ordinary, a
contemporary designer collection for the innovative ones.

Colour no.

073 DARK BLUE MATTE
Colour no.

078 WHITE MATTE
Colour no.

079 FOG GREY MATTE
Colour no.

085 MAROON MATTE

Made in Sweden
The technical knowledge and sense of design
from Tenzo pursued the development all the
way from idea to production. The creation
process of NOVA is genuine and precise. All
coloured parts are painted in our own factory
with the latest technology. After the painting
process, all pieces of furniture are inspected
and packed in our E-commerce approved
packaging.

Soft-close
The hinges of NOVA are integrated with
soft-close. The doors and drawers are both
equipped with the soft self-closing function.
The soft close catches the doors and drawers
and makes it close slowly, silently and softly.

Details
The round tapered handles in metal and the
nicely shaped pattern on the doors and
drawers give the furniture character. The
collection has soft corners with doors and
drawers that extend over the body.

Design by: Jurij Rahimkulov
Jurij has previously worked as an illustrator and
interior designer at an architectural office in
Moscow. He was responsible for designing Michail
Gorbatjov´s apartment in Moscow among other
things. Jurij was trained at the architectural school
in Moscow, and at HDK, the school of Design and
Crafts at the University of Gothenburg.

Excites your living
www.tenzo.se

